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Abstract

Objective: Chronic lung disease of prematurity (CLDP) is a frequent complication of

prematurity. We aimed to identify what clinicians believe are the most important

factors determining the severity of CLDP in extremely preterm infants (<28 weeks

gestational age) after discharge from the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU)

through 12 months corrected age (CA), and to evaluate how these factors should be

weighted for scoring, to develop a CLDP severity scale.

Study design: Clinicians completed a three‐round online survey utilizing Delphi

methodology. Clinicians rated the importance of various factors used to evaluate

the severity of CLDP, from 0 (not at all important) to 10 (very important) for the

period between discharge home from the NICU and 12 months CA. Fourteen fac-

tors were considered in Round 1; 13 in Rounds 2 and 3. The relative importance of

factors was explored via a set of 16 single‐profile tasks (i.e., hypothetical patient

profiles with varying CLDP severity levels).

Results: Overall, 91 clinicians from 11 countries who were experienced in treating

prematurity‐related lung diseases completed Round 1; 88 completed Rounds 2 and

3. Based on Round 3, the most important factors in determining CLDP severity were

mechanical ventilation (mean absolute importance rating, 8.89), supplemental oxy-

gen ≥2 L/min (8.49), rehospitalizations (7.65), and supplemental oxygen <2 L/min

(7.56). Single‐profile tasks showed that supplemental oxygen had the greatest im-

pact on profile classification.

Conclusion: The most important factors for clinicians assigning CLDP severity

during infancy were mechanical ventilation, supplemental oxygen ≥2 L/min, and

respiratory‐related rehospitalizations.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) is diagnosed at 36 weeks post-

menstrual age (PMA) and is a frequent complication of extremely

premature birth (<28 weeks gestational age). The reported global in-

cidence of BPD is 10%–89%.1 Across regions, reported estimates range

from 18%–89% in North America, 10%–73% in Europe, 30%–62% in

Oceania, and 18%–82% in Asia.1–3 BPD is associated with high

healthcare costs and an increased risk of mortality and rehospitalization

among preterm infants during the first year of life.4,5 BPD is also a

leading cause of chronic lung disease of prematurity (CLDP),6 which can

manifest in patients with or without a prior diagnosis of BPD (using

current criteria). No new drugs for the prevention and treatment of

BPD have been approved in recent decades.7 Recombinant human

insulin‐like growth factor 1 complexed with its binding protein (rhIGF‐
1/rhIGFBP‐3) is currently under investigation for the prevention of

complications of prematurity among extremely preterm infants. A 2019

phase 2 trial evaluating rhIGF‐1/rhIGFBP‐3 supplementation in ex-

tremely preterm infants reported substantial reductions in the in-

cidence of severe BPD.8 A phase 2b trial is currently ongoing to

evaluate if rhIGF‐1/rhIGFBP‐3 can reduce the burden of CLDP in ex-

tremely preterm infants (NCT03253263).

Currently, the assessment of long‐term pulmonary morbidity is

associated with the diagnosis of BPD and is driven by the amount of

respiratory support (e.g., the requirement for oxygen, continuous

positive airway pressure [CPAP], and mechanical ventilation) ad-

ministered at 36 weeks PMA or at the time of discharge from the

neonatal intensive care unit (NICU).9–11 This approach focuses on

short‐term, rather than long‐term, morbidity and is heavily impacted

by variations in NICU respiratory support practices.10 In addition,

infants who do not meet the diagnostic criteria for BPD may at a

later date exhibit clinically important respiratory disease.12 For these

reasons, at least in part, the US Food and Drug Administration now

requires a long‐term assessment of these infants when determining

the effectiveness of respiratory interventions.13 BPD as currently

defined is considered an imperfect biomarker for long‐term pul-

monary outcomes14 and is not accepted as an endpoint for reg-

ulatory decision making.

Based on a survey of North American academic health science

center‐based pulmonologists, Gage et al.15 developed a chronic lung

disease severity score, which assessed CLDP severity in very low

birth weight infants at 4–9 months corrected age (CA). The objective

of the current study was to build on the work of Gage et al. by

identifying additional important factors believed by physicians to be

measured for the severity of CLDP during the months following

extremely preterm birth and to evaluate how these factors should be

weighted for scoring in a CLDP severity scale (CLDPSS). The CLDPSS

is being used as a secondary outcome measure in the global phase 2b

clinical trial, being conducted by Takeda, which is evaluating if rhIGF‐
1/rhIGFBP‐3 can decrease the morbidity of CLDP through 12

months CA (NCT03253263).

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Three Delphi rounds were conducted; participants on the panels

were required to have (1) a general medical license/registration;

(2) board certification, or equivalent, in neonatology, pediatric

pulmonology, and/or pediatrics; (3) ≥2 years’ post‐fellowship/

residency experience treating prematurity‐related chronic lung

disease (i.e., CLDP); (4) currently treating at least two premature

infants with CLDP per year in the outpatient setting; and (5)

fluency in English. Clinicians were recruited by a third‐party
market research vendor (Global Perspectives; Norwich, United

Kingdom), via online physician research panels. Potentially eli-

gible participants were emailed a secure link to complete an in-

itial screening questionnaire to determine eligibility. In addition

to the screening questions, potential participants were directed

to an online “consent” screen, which included study information

and participant requirements, with an option to opt in to parti-

cipate in the study. Eligible participants could then proceed to

complete Round 1 of the survey. Survey respondents who com-

pleted all three rounds of the survey received $300 in honoraria.

IRB approval was not required because this was a non‐
interventional study.

2.2 | Variables

In the Round 1 survey, to reach a consensus on the importance

of different variables in the determination of CLDP severity at

1 year CA, clinicians considered a comprehensive set of pre-

specified factors related to the severity of chronic lung disease

during infancy. The factors selected for assessment were based

on the previous work by Gage et al.15 and were supplemented

with factors identified by four clinical experts (HMO'B, RS, RMW,

and MH).

Fourteen factors were evaluated in Round 1 of the survey;

13 factors were evaluated in Rounds 2 and 3. Intermittent

administration of pulmonary vasodilator was removed following

Round 1, based on clinical expert feedback (Table 1). The

factors considered in the Delphi Rounds included the use of

home mechanical ventilation, including bilevel positive airway

pressure (BiPAP) and nasal intermittent positive pressure ven-

tilation (NIPPV); supplemental oxygen (thresholds of <2 L/min or

≥2 L/min, the latter of which includes CPAP); respiratory‐
related rehospitalizations after NICU discharge; respiratory‐
related emergency department (ED) visits without hospitaliza-

tion; and use of pulmonary medications (i.e., bronchodilators,

corticosteroids [inhaled and systemic], diuretics, and pulmonary

vasodilators [intermittent administration only included in

Round 1]).
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2.3 | Iterative surveys

2.3.1 | Delphi survey

This study used a modified three‐round online Delphi survey, de-

signed to explore the most important and relevant factors in de-

termining the severity of lung disease among extremely preterm

infants after discharge from the NICU. The Delphi approach was

adopted because it represents an established method of obtaining an

expert opinion and evaluating the degree of consensus on a given

topic.16 The Delphi method is a structured communication technique

that involves participants (in this case, selected clinicians) who an-

swer a questionnaire anonymously in an iterative manner after being

provided with a summary of group responses.16

In Round 1 of the Delphi survey, clinicians rated the importance

of respiratory‐related factors used to evaluate the severity of CLDP,

from 0 (not at all important) to 10 (very important) for the period

between discharge home from the NICU and 12 months CA. Clin-

icians also ranked the relative importance of factors (i.e., relative to

others) in determining severity. Clinicians had the opportunity to

identify and rate additional attributes (not already included) via free‐
text responses. To facilitate response, clinicians were first asked to

select and rank‐order the five most important factors, then to select

and rank‐order the next five most important, and so on. In Rounds 2

and 3, clinicians were presented with anonymized aggregate results

from the previous round and were given the opportunity to accept or

change their prior response. A fourth Delphi round was not required

because sufficient consensus was achieved in Round 3.

2.3.2 | Discrete choice experiment

We also conducted an exploratory discrete choice experiment (DCE)

to explore the relative importance and weighting of attributes in-

cluded in the survey. A DCE is a methodology used to elicit pre-

ferences and evaluate the relative importance of aspects related to

health outcomes among participants (in this case, selected clin-

icians).17 In a DCE, participants are presented with a series of hy-

pothetical clinical profiles that are composed of a fixed set of

treatment characteristics, which are presented using systematically

varied levels for each treatment characteristic. Participants are then

asked to make a choice for each hypothetical profile.

In the current study, the DCE was conducted through a set of 16

single‐profile choice tasks based on hypothetical patient profiles with

varying CLDP severity levels, representative of an infant born ex-

tremely preterm aged 12 months CA who had been diagnosed with

BPD at 36 weeks PMA. Clinicians were presented with eight

respiratory‐related treatment attributes with a possible two to four

levels each (Table S1). Clinicians were then asked to rate the severity

of CLDP in relation to the infant profiles, based solely on recent

respiratory treatment utilization presented in the profile (see

Table S2, for example).

A D‐efficient experimental design was generated in Ngene 1.1.2

(ChoiceMetrics) to systematically vary the attribute levels and gen-

erate 12 single‐profile choice tasks. A D‐efficient design is commonly

used to maximize the statistical efficiency in measuring the main

effects.17 Clinical expert input was used to ensure that these profiles

were clinically possible. Four additional choice tasks, developed by a

clinical expert (HMO'B), were included within the survey to assess

internal validity. The DCE was conducted in full in Round 2; however,

in Round 3, only the four choice tasks developed by the clinical

expert (HMO'B) were included.

2.4 | Data analysis

Analyses were performed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc) or

R version 3.3.3 or higher (R Core Team).

Following each round, descriptive analyses were conducted for

each survey question. If ≥75% of clinicians indicated that an attribute

had no importance (i.e., a rating of 0; overall, at discharge, or at 12

months CA), it was excluded from future survey rounds. In Round 1,

each attribute included the percentage of “no importance” ratings

and the mean, standard deviation, and interquartile range (IQR) of

the importance ratings. For absolute importance ratings (or weight;

on a scale from 0 to 10), a higher score indicated greater importance.

For relative importance rankings, a lower score (e.g., a ranking of 1)

indicated greater importance; relative rankings were therefore ad-

justed such that a higher score indicated greater importance. Overall

TABLE 1 Factors considered in the Delphi survey

Home mechanical ventilation, including BiPAP and NIPPV

Supplemental oxygen via nasal cannula at ≥2 L/min, including CPAP

Supplemental oxygen via nasal cannula at <2 L/min

Respiratory‐related rehospitalization after NICU discharge

Respiratory‐related ED visits without hospitalization

Daily (≥3 days/week) administration of a bronchodilator

Daily (≥3 days/week) administration of inhaled corticosteroid

Daily (≥3 days/week) administration of diuretic

Daily (every day) administration of pulmonary vasodilatora

Intermittent administration of a bronchodilator

Intermittent administration of inhaled corticosteroid

Intermittent administration of systemic corticosteroid

Intermittent administration of diuretic

Intermittent administration of pulmonary vasodilatora

Abbreviations: BiPAP, bilevel positive airway pressure; CPAP, continuous

positive airway pressure; ED, emergency department; NICU, neonatal

intensive care unit; NIPPV, nasal intermittent positive pressure

ventilation.
aIncluded in Round 1, but not included in Rounds 2 and 3, based on

feedback from clinical expert consultants.
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importance scores were calculated by multiplying the absolute im-

portance ratings by the adjusted relative importance rankings.

The first 12 experimental design–generated DCE choice

tasks were analyzed descriptively and via multinomial logistic

regression. The final four clinical expert–generated DCE choice

tasks were analyzed by examining choice frequencies for each

severity indication. The results are presented as relative risk

ratios and predicted probabilities, which represent the effect of

each attribute level on severity classification, independently

from the other attributes.

The outcome variable was modeled as a choice among the four

severity classifications (asymptomatic/minimal, mild, moderate, or

severe), with the asymptomatic/minimal classification as the baseline

category. The independent, predictive variables were the attribute

levels included in the choice profiles, treated as dummy variables.

For each attribute, the least severe indication was treated as the

reference category. Relative risk ratios were estimated to show how

each attribute level affected the choice of severity indication. Pre-

dicted probabilities were calculated to explore the predicted prob-

ability of selecting each severity indication at each level of the

different attributes, holding the other attributes at their means or,

alternatively, at the lowest (least severe) levels. In Rounds 2 and 3,

the severity assessments for the four additional clinician‐generated
profiles were summarized descriptively.

2.5 | Consensus

In Rounds 2 and 3 of the survey, the between‐clinician consensus

was assessed by examining the IQR of the importance ratings and

rankings.16 Based on a 2012 review, an IQR <2 was considered

good consensus when assessing responses to a scale of 0–10.16

After Round 3 of the survey, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) for

repeated measures with equal variance, including a test of

homogeneity of variance, was run for all remaining factors. We

studied the consensus between Round 2 and 3 responses using

ANOVA. A separate test was performed for each factor. The

ANOVA included the absolute importance rating values for the

factor as the dependent variable and clinicians as the in-

dependent variable. An F value ≥4 for the clinician variable in-

dicated that the between‐clinician variability was substantially

larger than the within‐clinician variability.

2.6 | Weighting and scoring

The importance scores of attributes included in the final survey

round were used to develop the final attribute weights on an integer

scale of 0–100. We identified the factors associated with the most

severe chronic lung disease; these mutually exclusive “worst” factors

were set to correspond to a total score of 100 and included home

mechanical ventilation, at least one respiratory‐related re-

hospitalization, at least one respiratory‐related ED visit without

hospitalization, daily pulmonary vasodilator use, daily diuretic use,

daily bronchodilator use, intermittent systemic corticosteroid use,

and daily inhaled corticosteroid use (Table S3). The absence of any

factors was set to correspond to a total score of 0.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Participant characteristics

A total of 91 participants (51 pediatric pulmonologists, 20 pediatri-

cians, and 20 neonatologists) completed Round 1 of the CLDP se-

verity survey; 88 of these participants completed Rounds 2 and 3.

Participants resided in 11 countries across North America, Europe,

Asia, and South America (Table 2). They had a mean of 16 years’

post‐fellowship/residency experience in caring for premature infants

with CLDP and treated a mean of ~32 premature infants with CLDP

in an outpatient setting per year. When asked if they had

co‐authored peer‐reviewed publications, spoken at conferences, or

acted as a principal investigator in a neonatal clinical trial pertaining

to CLDP, 35.2% answered yes.

TABLE 2 Characteristics of CLDP survey participants

Characteristic Round 1 (N = 91)

Rounds 2 and

3 (N = 88)

Clinician type, n (%)a

Pediatric pulmonologist 51 (56.0) 50 (56.8)

Pediatrician 20 (22.0) 19 (21.6)

Neonatologist 20 (22.0) 19 (21.6)

Country of practice, n (%)

United States 22 (24.2) 22 (25.0)

Canada 15 (16.5) 14 (15.9)

Germany 10 (11.0) 9 (10.2)

United Kingdom 9 (9.9) 9 (10.2)

Italy 9 (9.9) 8 (9.1)

Spain 8 (8.8) 8 (9.1)

South Korea 5 (5.5) 5 (5.7)

France 4 (4.4) 4 (4.5)

Japan 4 (4.4) 4 (4.5)

Brazil 3 (3.3) 3 (3.4)

Mexico 2 (2.2) 2 (2.3)

Years of experience,

mean (SD)b
15.6 (7.3) 15.6 (7.4)

Patients treated per yearc

Median (Q1–Q3) 30.0 (10.0–50.0) 27.5 (10.0–50.0)

Range 3.0–95.0 3.0–95.0

Abbreviations: CLDP, chronic lung disease of prematurity; SD, standard
deviation; Q, quarter.
aSome participants had multiple specialties.
bYears of experience in caring for premature infants with CLDP.
cPremature infants with CLDP treated per year on an outpatient basis.
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3.2 | Delphi survey

3.2.1 | Round 1

In the first‐round survey, the most important factors, in terms of

mean absolute importance (on a scale from 0 [not at all important] to

10 [very important]), were determined to be home mechanical ven-

tilation (8.38), supplemental oxygen at ≥2 L/min (8.14), re-

hospitalizations (7.97), and ED visits without hospitalization (7.82)

(Figure 1). The factors ranked most important relative to the

others were home mechanical ventilation (3.48), supplemental

oxygen ≥2 L/min (3.70), rehospitalizations (5.38), and supplemental

oxygen <2 L/min (7.07) (Figure S1).

All attributes were identified to be of at least some importance

(i.e., score >0) by ≥25% of the clinician sample. Therefore, no pre-

defined factors were removed in the subsequent round of the survey,

except for PRN use of pulmonary vasodilators, which was considered

clinically infeasible and removed following clarification by the clinical

expert consultants. Likewise, when grouping the free‐text responses,
no responses were endorsed by more than 25% of the sample. Fol-

lowing an additional review of the free‐text responses by the clinical

expert consultants, it was decided that no responses warranted the

inclusion of additional attributes in the Round 2 survey, and the free‐
text option was removed in subsequent rounds of the survey.

3.2.2 | Round 2

In the second‐round survey, the most important factors in terms of

mean absolute importance were home mechanical ventilation (8.60),

supplemental oxygen at ≥2 L/min (8.47), rehospitalizations (7.76),

and supplemental oxygen at <2 L/min (7.63) (Figure 1). The same

four factors were ranked most important relative to the others.

When assessing the IQR of the absolute importance ratings for

each factor, most factors had an IQR of 1.00, with a maximum of

2.00, indicating that there was fairly good consensus in the absolute

importance ratings across the sample (both overall and within clin-

ician groups).

3.2.3 | Round 3

In Round 3, the factors ranked most important in terms of mean

absolute importance were home mechanical ventilation (8.89),

F IGURE 1 Mean absolute importance of factors in evaluating CLDP severity. Each factor was rated individually on a scale of 0 (not at all
important) to 10 (very important) and is presented in order of the Round 3 results (most to least important). CLDP, chronic lung disease of
prematurity; ED, emergency department [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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supplemental oxygen ≥2 L/min (8.49), rehospitalizations (7.65),

and supplemental oxygen <2 L/min (7.56); the same four factors

were also ranked most important in terms of relative importance

to the others (Figures 1 and S1). When assessing the IQR of the

absolute importance ratings for each factor, all factors had an

IQR of 1.00, with the exception of home mechanical ventilation,

which had an IQR of 2.00, indicating good consensus in the ab-

solute importance ratings across the sample. ANOVA results

comparing the Rounds 2 and 3 absolute importance ratings

showed no statistically significant differences in ratings between

rounds, except for mechanical ventilation (F = 4.42; p = .0385)

(Table 3). Combined IQR and ANOVA results indicated that good

consensus was achieved after the Round 3 survey.

3.3 | Discrete choice experiment findings

The exploratory DCE results from Round 2 showed that supple-

mental oxygen had the largest influence on profile classification.

If a profile described the need for “mechanical ventilation” rather

than the reference level of “no supplemental oxygen,” the pre-

dicted probability that it would be classified as asymptomatic/

minimal lung disease decreased from 0.30 to 0.06, and the

predicted probability that it would be classified as severe lung

disease increased from 0 to 0.28 (Figure 2). If a profile described

the need for daily pulmonary vasodilator use rather than the

reference level of “none,” the predicted probability that it would

be classified as asymptomatic/minimal lung disease decreased

from 0.30 to 0.17, and the predicted probability that it would be

classified as moderate lung disease increased from 0.15 to 0.24.

Overall, the results of the exploratory DCE supported the Delphi

findings on the importance of factors.

3.4 | CLDPSS instrument scoring

Based on the Round 3 mean overall importance values for each

factor (Figure 3), the factor weights were calculated. For each

variable, the worst level was selected (e.g., mechanical ventilation

for the supplemental oxygen variable), and the sum of these

important values was calculated and then rescaled to 100; the

individual final importance values were then rescaled down to

the final weights for each factor (Table S3). These were home

mechanical ventilation, 23.4; at least one respiratory‐related
rehospitalization, 15.1; daily pulmonary vasodilator use, 13.6; at

least one ED visit without hospitalization, 12.2; daily use of

TABLE 3 ANOVA results comparing
Rounds 2 and 3 absolute importance
ratings among clinicians (N = 88)Attribute

Absolute importance ratinga,

mean (SD)
F value p valueRound 2 Round 3

Home mechanical ventilation 8.60 (1.62) 8.89 (1.22) 4.42 .0385*

Supplemental oxygen ≥ 2 L/min 8.47 (1.47) 8.49 (1.49) 0.03 .8630

Supplemental oxygen <2 L/min 7.63 (1.41) 7.56 (1.13) 0.23 .6337

Respiratory‐related rehospitalizations 7.76 (1.31) 7.65 (1.04) 0.70 .4045

Daily administration of pulmonary

vasodilator

7.40 (1.26) 7.34 (1.20) 0.17 .6783

ED visits without hospitalization 7.36 (1.32) 7.24 (1.17) 0.80 .3737

Daily administration of diuretics 6.50 (1.40) 6.43 (1.10) 0.26 .6123

Intermittent administration of systemic

corticosteroid

6.83 (1.34) 6.73 (1.08) 0.47 .4969

Daily administration of inhaled

corticosteroid

6.70 (1.20) 6.67 (1.24) 0.05 .8190

Daily administration of a bronchodilator 6.60 (1.22) 6.51 (1.12) 0.45 .5051

Intermittent administration of diuretics 5.58 (1.43) 5.70 (1.07) 0.67 .4141

Intermittent administration of a

bronchodilator

5.76 (1.11) 5.55 (1.32) 3.11 .0815

Intermittent administration of inhaled

corticosteroid

5.48 (1.61) 5.56 (1.36) 0.20 .6573

Abbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variance; ED, emergency department.
aAs rated on a scale from 0 (not at all important) to 10 (very important).

*Statistically significant at α = .05 level.
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diuretics, 9.3; intermittent use of systemic corticosteroids, 9.2;

daily use of inhaled corticosteroids, 8.8; and daily use of a

bronchodilator, 8.4.

4 | DISCUSSION

We solicited the opinions of a diverse group of physicians to

explore their real‐world impressions as to what defines different

severities of CLDP at 12 months CA, based on a set of pre-

specified respiratory‐related factors. Findings from this Delphi

consensus‐building study reveal that the most important factors

for clinicians in assessing CLDP severity from NICU discharge

through 12 months CA included home mechanical ventilation,

supplemental oxygen at ≥2 L/min, respiratory‐related re-

hospitalization, and supplemental oxygen at <2 L/min. However,

clinicians did not characterize as unimportant any of the 13

prespecified factors discussed in the Delphi survey.

The current study built on work previously conducted by

Gage et al.15 and includes additional questions on systemic cor-

ticosteroid use and pulmonary vasodilator therapy. Further,

while Gage et al. confined their Delphi‐based survey to pediatric

pulmonologists at North American academic health science

centers, we sought greater generalizability in the current study

by including pediatricians and neonatologists, in addition to pe-

diatric pulmonologists, and by surveying a global sample of

physicians from 11 countries across North America, Europe, Asia,

and South America. This approach acknowledged the wide var-

iations in neonatology clinical practice. For example, in countries

other than the United States, some infants might be treated by a

pediatrician, as opposed to a subspecialist (i.e., pediatric

pulmonologist).

The results of this study informed the weighting and scoring

of factors in the CLDPSS, a novel instrument to measure the

severity of CLDP after discharge from the NICU through 12

months CA. The CLDPSS is a continuous outcome measure that is

more discriminating and informative than any dichotomous

measure, and it is easily measured with clinical data that are

typically available until 1 year CA. This is important, given that

the Prematurity and Respiratory Outcomes Program study found

that many infants with severe BPD at 36 weeks PMA reported no

respiratory morbidity at 1 year CA, while other infants who did

not have a BPD diagnosis at 36 weeks PMA did have morbidity at

1 year CA.12

CLDPSS data can be collected directly from caregivers for

assessment of CLDP in clinical trials of premature infants with

F IGURE 2 Predicted probability of choosing asymptomatic/minimal versus mild, moderate, or severe lung disease for each attribute level,
holding all other attributes at their lowest level. BiPAP, bilevel positive airway pressure; CPAP, continuous positive airway pressure;
ED, emergency department; NIPPV, nasal intermittent positive pressure ventilation; suppl, supplemental [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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respiratory issues. Further, the scale is brief, resulting in less

respondent (caregiver) or clinician burden, and can aid in routine

monitoring of preterm infants with respiratory issues. The

CLDPSS will provide standardized assessments of long‐term
pulmonary outcomes that may be useful in interventional neo-

natal studies. Data may be comparable across real‐world clinical

practices and may aid in benchmarking of outcomes in this po-

pulation. If these data can determine factors during the NICU

stay that correlate with long‐term pulmonary morbidity better

than a diagnosis of BPD at 36 or 40 weeks PMA, the CLDPSS will

be an important addition to long‐term care.

The CLDPSS development phase (clinician feedback) is complete.

The reliability and validity of the CLDPSS scale will be evaluated via

a prospective study assessing clinimetric properties, using patient

data in routine clinical care settings.

The Delphi approach allowed the differentiation of the im-

portance of specific factors among a diverse group of clinicians in

multiple countries. The finding that the daily use of pulmonary

vasodilators was only moderately important (i.e., not among the

four most important factors) to the surveyed physicians was

surprising. Previous studies have shown that when BPD‐
associated pulmonary hypertension is severe enough to require

daily pulmonary vasodilators, it is associated with severe BPD

with increased morbidity and mortality through 1 year CA.18,19

Further support for this association comes from a 2020 retro-

spective study of very preterm infants with severe BPD, where

investigators found that a diagnosis of pulmonary hypertension

was a primary predictor of mortality.20 The ranking of vasodila-

tors outside the four most important factors here could

be due, at least in part, to the three granular levels of supple-

mental oxygen use (mechanical ventilation, ≥2 L/min, and

<2 L/min). If these factors were grouped as one supplemental

oxygen variable, pulmonary vasodilator use would be the third

most important variable (behind supplemental oxygen and re-

hospitalizations). However, we believe that grouping the three

levels of supplemental oxygen had a minor effect only on the

ranking of pulmonary vasodilators, and the finding is more likely

explained by the diversity of surveyed clinicians in the current

study.

We do not have an understanding of the factors that drove

the clinicians’ importance ratings/rankings in the current study,

but it is possible that the frequency with which treatment is used

in clinical practice may have had an impact. This could explain

why the final weights for the pulmonary vasodilator variable

were not as high as expected when compared with the other

variables. It is possible that clinical practice changes resulting

F IGURE 3 Mean overall importance of factors in evaluating CLDP severity. Calculated as the product of absolute importance rating
and adjusted relative importance rank (i.e., ranking values adjusted such that “1 = least important”); therefore, higher values indicate greater
relative importance; presented in order of the Round 3 results (most to least important). CLDP, chronic lung disease of prematurity;
ED, emergency department [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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from the emerging literature on the management of infants with

BPD/pulmonary hypertension is variable across centers and

geographical locations. Additional differences among re-

spondents that could account for our findings include years of

experience, the degree of patient severity they usually manage,

and their formal training or clinical specialty (e.g., pulmonology,

pediatrics, neonatology).

Our study has some limitations. We provided clinical sce-

narios at one point in time (i.e., as in a cross‐sectional study), so
we cannot be certain how our approach will perform in the same

child over time. We did not provide physiologic measurements of

respiratory (e.g., infant pulmonary function testing, hypoxic

oxygen challenge, lung clearance index) or cardiovascular (e.g.,

pulmonary artery pressures) function, so we do not know how

sensitive the predictors will be to changes in the patient's phy-

siologic status over time.

Furthermore, clinicians were recruited via online research

panels, which could potentially introduce sample bias. Clinicians

had different specializations, were from different countries, and

were not necessarily academically active in this area of research;

therefore, they might have assigned different importance to

factors due to differences in clinical practice—for example, ap-

proaches to ventilatory support, whether it be supplemental

oxygen, positive airway pressure, and so forth. Lastly, we spec-

ulate that pediatric pulmonologists see more severe cases than

pediatricians do, while neonatologists are typically only involved

in early NICU care and not when the child is 1 year CA.

In conclusion, we identified factors important for clinicians in

assessing CLDP severity after NICU discharge through 12

months CA following extremely preterm birth to develop a

weighted CLDPSS. The CLDPSS adds granularity to previous in-

struments in terms of supplemental oxygen; respiratory‐related
ED visits; and administration of vasodilators, systemic corticos-

teroids, and intermittent diuretics. The CLDPSS will enable the

standardized assessment of long‐term pulmonary morbidity in

neonatal trials and clinical practice.
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